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Western Reserve University Bulletin
A duke with a past he can't forget. A lady with a secret identity determined to
make him remember. Will their hearts survive? The third novel in this series from
"New York Times"-bestselling author Grey. Original.

Redeeming the Marquess
What started as a research project soon became a scandal She wanted to prove a
theory. He wanted to play a game. Can their schemes lead them towards a kiss of
love? Tired of watching her friends become ruined by the scoundrels of the ton,
Sidney Hartridge devises an experiment to reveal their antics. Her plan is to lure
three gentlemen to kiss her and see how they would protect her honor. When her
research leads her into her own inappropriate scandal, her father agrees to a
wedding offer from one of her subjects. As her fiancé blackmails her into a
marriage she doesn’t desire, her research becomes exposed. Can Sidney avoid her
own scandal with the one she most desires to kiss? Noah Wildeburg started this
season as any other by flirting with the sweet new debutantes. When he rescues a
lady off the dance floor, he is unprepared for the emotions she stirs in his soul. As
he pursues her, he realizes he must compete for her hand. As he charms her with
tokens of affections and stolen kisses, he discovers she plays her own game. Will
Noah win Sidney’s love or is she just another scandal to add to his list? Whom Shall
I Kiss… An Earl, A Marquess, or A Duke? is the first book in Laura A. Barnes new
historical romance series. If you like lighthearted drama filled courtships set in
Regency England, then you’ll love this new foray into the ton. Buy Whom Shall I
Kiss… An Earl, A Marquess, or A Duke? to read Laura’s new Tricking the Scoundrels
series today.

An Index to Poetry and Recitations
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All the Year Round
The Trouble With Being a Duke
Book of the Duke of True Lovers
A determined Lady, a handsome, impoverished Marquess, a flock of suitors, a
difficult inheritance, a deception revealed, an unexpected love.

A Concordance to the Poems of Robert Browning
As the daughter of a famed author, Isolde Ophelia Goodnight grew up on tales of
brave knights and fair maidens. She never doubted romance would be in her
future, too. The storybooks offered endless possibilities. And as she grew older,
Izzy crossed them off. One by one by one. Ugly duckling turned swan? Abducted by
handsome highwayman? Rescued from drudgery by charming prince? No, no, and .
. . Heh. Now Izzy’s given up yearning for romance. She’ll settle for a roof over her
head. What fairy tales are left over for an impoverished twenty-six year-old woman
who’s never even been kissed? This one.

Kissing in the Dark
Faith Wilkins moves to the small Lake Erie town of Fredonia to escape her past, but
dangerous secrets soon threaten her and the sheriff who swore to protect her.

A Dictionary of the English Language
The Kiss
Werner's Magazine
Granger's Index to Poetry
Whom Shall I Marry An Earl or A Duke?
After the Kiss
What happens in the stacks stays in the stacks… Professor Victoria Reese knows
an uphill battle when she sees one. Convincing her narrow-minded colleagues at
the elite Pembroke University to back a partnership with the local library is a fight
she saw coming and already has a plan for. What she didn’t see coming? The wildly
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hot librarian who makes it clear books aren’t the only thing he’d like to handle.
When a tightly wound, sexy-as-hell professor proposes a partnership between his
library and her university, children’s department head John Donovan is all for it. He
knows his tattoos and easygoing attitude aren’t quite what she expected, but the
unmistakable heat between them is difficult to resist. And then there’s the
intriguing late fee on her record. For the Duke’s Convenience… A late fee and a
sexy romance novel? There’s more to Dr. Reese than she’s letting on. John might
like to tease her about her late fee, but when he teases her in other ways, Victoria
is helpless to resist. Mixing business with pleasure—and oh, it is pleasure—always
comes with risks, but maybe a little casual fun between the sheets is just what
Victoria needs. This book is approximately 111,500 words One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance
you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!

The Duke of Ice
The Duke of Daring
The Duke of Hearts
The New World
Miss Suri Thurston knows the pain of abandonment. Intent on confronting the
grandmother who tossed her to the lions, she travels from England to her
birthplace in India. Her plans run afoul when she encounters the man who, ten
years prior, left a mark on her soul with one stolen kiss. But he is a duke, and far
beyond the reach of even her dreams. The Duke of Ravenswood, secret head of
the British Foreign Service, has no time for relationships. His one goal is to locate
and eliminate key insurgents involved in an uprising against the British East India
Company before it's too late. But when Suri appears in Delhi, his resolve is tested
as he finds his heart forever bound to her by the one haunting kiss they shared
once upon a time. With Suri's vengeful Indian family looking for her death, and
insurgents intent on mutiny tearing their world apart, can their love rise above the
scandal of the marriage they both desperately want?

JABB - RELU
Sometimes happily ever after . . . Anthony Hurst, Duke of Kingsborough, knows the
time has come for him to produce an heir. But first he must find a bride. When he
meets the most exquisite woman at his masquerade ball, he thinks his search is
over . . . until the breathtaking beauty runs off. With few clues other than her
figure, her scent, and the memory of her kiss, Anthony must find his mystery lady.
. . . needs a little bit of help. Isabella Chilcott can scarcely believe it: she is finally
at the Kingsborough Ball. As a child, she dreamed of dancing a waltz here, and
now, thanks to a gorgeous gown she’s found in the attic, Isabella is living her
fairytale fantasy. And she’s waltzing with the Duke of Kingsborough himself! But
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she must escape before he discovers her secrets . . . for she is not who she
pretends to be, and falling in love with Prince Charming is the last thing she can
allow herself to do . . .

Romancing the Duke
Hearts on Hold
An afternoon spent in disguise leads to a passion that … She wanted to explore the
promise of his kiss. He wanted to persuade her to become his mistress. Will a case
of mistaken identity lead to a marriage of love? While trying to prevent her friend
from a scandal Sophia Turlington becomes entangled in her own. As she waits for
her friend in a brothel, a duke mistakes her for a harlot. When he requests an
arrangement, Sophia decides to explore the passion he awakens in her soul. Her
only stipulations for the affair are a mask, one week, and he must never discover
her true identity. Can Sophia give him her heart and walk away as if their time
never affected her? Alexander Langley’s life as a prominent duke will soon come to
an end unless he can acquire a duchess whose family can support him through a
scandal. When he meets a violet-eyed temptress that awakens his every desire his
search comes to a halt. As they explore their passion, he loses his heart to a
woman he can never marry. Will Alex put aside his status in the ton for a love to
last a lifetime? Throughout the season Lady Sophia Turlington and Alexander
Langley, the Duke of Sheffield’s dislike for one another is known to all. A chance
encounter throws them together as Alex and ‘Violet’. After their time ends, Sophia
wants Alex to see her for herself. If not, then she might as well accept her friend’s
marriage proposal. Can Alex overcome Sophia’s deceit? Or will his need for
revenge destroy the love she holds for him? Whom Shall I Marry… An Earl or A
Duke? is the second novel in Laura A. Barnes’s steamy historical romance series. If
you enjoy a story filled with passion and secrets set in Regency England, then you
must read Sophia and Alex’s journey toward love. Unlock Whom Shall I Marry… An
Earl or A Duke? to read the next book in Laura’s Tricking the Scoundrels series
today.

One Scandalous Kiss
A Study of the Plays of Thomas D'Urfey, with a Reprint of A
Fool's Preferment
Beginning 19 - each bulletin contains details of curricula, course description,
college rules, etc., for one of the schools or colleges at Western Reserve University.

For the Love of a Soldier
He had once been her cherished childhood companion, and then the man she
lusted for in secret, but Georgiana Wilde hasn't seen recently widowed Quinn
Fortesque since the day he married another woman and shattered her heart. Then
fate intervenes and brings the man she dreams about each night back to her . . . .
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Returning to the estate on family business, Quinn would like nothing more than to
turn the land over to Georgiana and leave the memories of his former life behind.
But then the brooding marquis finds himself under the spell of the beauty he once
left behind. With her barely concealed passions, Georgiana melts his coolly
guarded heart. Suddenly his well-ordered world is in danger of crashing down. And
it all began with just one kiss . . . .

A Duke's Wicked Kiss
From the author of For the Love of a Soldier comes a rapturous new novel of
unspoken secrets, and true love… Lady Julia Chandler fears she will be walking
down the aisle with a silver-tipped cane if she waits for the Duke of Bedford to seal
their engagement. Seeking to quicken his pace, she decides to find her duke, kiss
him senseless, and post the wedding banns. It is a good plan, until she mistakes
her fiance’s long-absent twin for her duke. Ten years ago, Lord Daniel Bryant sailed
to America to find his fortune and flee his cruel brother who inherited the family
title. A cryptic note draws him back to England: Come home and claim your
destiny. Before seeking anything, Daniel must first determine who set the fire that
nearly took his life and precipitated his flight abroad. Now with the taste of Lady
Julia warm on his lips, the stakes are raised higher than before as he seeks to claim
both his destiny and the lady of his heart.

A Dictionnary of the English Language
An exuberant look at romantic fiction, past and present : from classics to comicstrips; from historical fantasies to 'bodice-rippers'.

It's All About the Duke
The Innocent Too tall and entirely too outspoken, Miss Eliza Sheringham grew up
thumbing her nose at polite English society. So when Captain Lord Marcus
Wharton, called Beau for his stunning good looks set his rakish sights on her, Eliza
thought nothing of rejecting his advances. Until a stolen kiss swept her into the
arms of a man too dangerous too love. . . . The Beau Called to battle, Marcus left
behind the woman who had captured his heart—and the scandal ignited by their
kiss. His brother's disappearance made him Duke of Blackthorne, guardian of twin
nieces who were rumored to be his own daughters. Badly scared in battle, the
Beau had become the Beast of Blackthorne, a wounded animal destined to spend
his life hiding in a shadowy wing of Blackthorne Abbey. The Beast When Eliza
Sheringham showed up on his doorstep proposing herself as governess for the
incorrigible twins, the Beast demanded marriage as the price of the job. He knew
she could never love him. Surely his looks would drive her away—now that he
hungered for her more than life itself.

Eleven Scandals to Start to Win a Duke's Heart
And Then Their Hearts Stood Still
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Miss Lucinda Parnell is out of money. A dismal failure at the Marriage Mart, she’d
just as soon leave Society far behind. Desperate to earn funds to retire with her
grandmother to the country, Lucy disguises herself as a man to gamble in London’s
hells. But the Earl of Dartford, an Untouchable she never imagined speaking to let
alone spending time with, is onto her in a trice. When he insists on acting as her
protector, Lucy fears her chance to remain an independent woman is destined to
go up in flames. After losing his entire family, Andrew Wentworth, Earl of Dartford
built a wall to keep attachments at bay. He believed he could keep Miss Parnell
safe without compromising his defenses, but she’s exciting and irresistible. Their
deepening relationship makes him even more determined to push her away.
Nothing will stop him from trying to avoid reliving the anguish of loss. Love is the
one risk he doesn’t have the heart to dare.

The Last Race
The Bourne Matrimonial Agency has one rule: Never fall in love with the client.
However, they never said anything about kissing a rake… Briar Bourne’s
matchmaking career could be summed up in two words—comic disaster. Unless
she can learn about the irresistible forces that draw men and women together, her
professional future looks rather bleak. But Briar has an intriguing plan—enlisting
London’s most irredeemable rake to teach her everything he knows about
attraction. Given his notorious reputation, it’s no surprise that Nicholas Blacklowe,
the Earl of Edgemont, requests one thing in exchange for his tutelage. For every
lesson, he wants a kiss in return. And what harm could there be in a simple kiss?
After all, Briar would never fall for a scoundrel… Nicholas has no romantic notions
about love, and no intention of changing his ways. He’s only helping Briar so that
she can find the perfect bride for his jilted cousin. Yet Briar is so clever, so curious,
so candid—so blasted tempting—that soon, Nicholas can’t stop wondering what it
might be like if he was irresistible to her. Ten lessons. Ten kisses. And a million
ways to fall hopelessly, scandalously in love.

AN INDEX TO POETRY AND RECITATIONS
The Duke of Distraction
Sarah MacLean is a rapidly rising historical romance superstar, already rocketing to
the stellar heights of Julia Quinn and Suzanne Enoch. She burst onto the New York
Times bestseller list with her enchanting debut novel, Nine Rules to Break When
Romancing a Rake—and with her third wonderful Regency Era romp, Eleven
Scandals to Start to Win a Duke’s Heart, the divine Sarah solidifies her position as
a romance writer to watch…and to read! The story of an impulsive and rebellious
English miss, the source of endless society gossip, with improper intentions
towards a handsome British lord who abhors even the hint of scandal, MacLean’s
Eleven Scandals to Start to Win a Duke’s Heart is a pure, unadulterated delight!

The Works
Sabine Noble has given little thought to her husband over the past five years.
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Theirs is a true marriage of convenience: she gained protection from her abusive
uncle and the chance to live freely in London, while he gained the dowry necessary
to make his business venture a success. But as she’s investigating her uncle’s
nefarious deeds in hopes of gaining her revenge, she discovers the body of a halfdead man on a ship, only to realize the man is her husband. When Captain Jon
Stoker awakens in a strange house, he’s astonished to realize that he’s being
cared for by his estranged wife. Although she’s not much of a nursemaid, he finds
his long-held attraction for his beautiful wife deepening as he discovers her
powerful spirit and fierce drive. As Stoker regains his strength, he begins to help
Sabine on her quest to bring her uncle to justice. And along the way, two lonely
people discover that their marriage of convenience has become a union of souls.

The Heart of a Duke
USA Today Bestseller When a scheming marquess's daughter offers her one
hundred pounds to publicly kiss a nobleman, a desperate Jessamin Wright agrees.
She believes the money will save her failing bookstore and finally free her from her
father's debts. But when Jess bursts into an aristocratic party and shocks the entire
ton, she never expects to enjoy the outrageous embrace she shares with a grim
viscount. Lucius Crawford, Viscount Grimsby, has never met, or kissed, anyone like
the beautiful suffragette who unsettles him with a single touch. He has always
strived for control and avoided passion at all costs. Lucius is determined to protect
his title and restore the estate he's unexpectedly inherited, but Jess's appearance
in his life poses a threat to his plans and his heart. After a country house party
brings them together once more, neither can resist temptation, and both find that
one scandalous kiss just isn't enough.

Western Reserve Studies
“A” Dictionary of the English Language
Drama Criticism
From an enthralling new voice in historical romance comes a heartfelt tale of love,
deception, and redemption in the face of mortal danger… Captain Garrett Sinclair,
the Earl of Kendall, has returned to England a changed man. As a survivor of the
legendary Charge of the Light Brigade, he has spent months as a remorseless rake
and dissolute inebriate in order to forget it. But Garrett has also made powerful
enemies who want him dead… Desperate and down to her last pound, Lady
Alexandra Langdon has disguised herself as a man for a place at the gaming
tables. But when a hard-eyed, handsome man wins the pot, he surprises her by
refusing her money. Indebted, she divulges an overheard plot against his life, and
promises to help him find his foes—for a price. But even as Alexandra fights her
growing desire to reveal herself—and her heart—to the determined Garrett, she
cannot shed the fear that the cost of her alliance with the earl may be a price too
dear: her own secret betrayal.
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Ten Kisses to Scandal
Everyone Nicholas Bateman ever loved has died. Except Violet Caulfield, which
must mean he never loved her. Nine years after she threw him over to marry a
viscount, Nick is a widowed duke who prefers isolation. When a friend convinces
him to leave his lair of self-imposed solitude, he considers taking another wife,
provided she agrees to his terms: no emotional attachment of any kind. Now
widowed, Lady Violet Pendleton hopes for a second chance with the man she’s
always loved. But she isn’t prepared for the desolation in his soul or the animosity
he still bears toward her. Despite those obstacles, it’s clear their passion hasn’t
dimmed. However, the heat between them isn’t enough to melt the Duke of Ice,
and this time Violet may find herself the jilted party. Can love, once so tragically
lost, finally be found?

You May Kiss the Duke
Criticism of the most significant and widely studied dramiatic works fromall the
world's literatures.

Whom Shall I Kiss An Earl, A Marquess, or A Duke?
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